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“Privacy has become one of central debates surrounding
social/media networks as users increasingly question the
ways in which their data is being obtained and used. There
is a need for the major networks to increase their
transparency regarding their use of data, and ensure that
opt-out options are clear and accessible.”
– Rebecca McGrath, Research Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:
•
•
•

Networks firmly enter the world of e-commerce
People grow more wary regarding online privacy
The need to tackle abuse

Social and media networks continue to evolve, with many of the major players broadening the scope of
their services, resulting in a blurring of the distinction between the two types of network. Video has
become more central to social networks, while many networks have entered the world of direct ecommerce.
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In July 2014 Facebook acquired the virtual reality start-up Oculus VR for $2 billion. Regarding the purpose of the acquisition Zuckerberg
said, “By feeling truly present, you can share unbounded spaces and experiences with the people in your life. Imagine sharing not just
moments with your friends online, but entire experiences and adventures.”
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YouTube continues to increase UK penetration
Network preferences vary between genders
Figure 18: Usage of social and media networks, by gender, February 2015
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Facebook has most frequent visitors…
Figure 19: Frequency of visits to social and media networks, February 2015
…Although Facebook and Twitter users are visiting less

The Consumer – Devices
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Mobile devices central for social/media networks
Figure 20: Devices used to access social and media networks, February 2015
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Social networks mainly used to keep in touch while media networks entertain
Figure 21: Activities conducted on social and media networks, February 2015
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Over a fifth do not close accounts regardless of use
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Younger people more likely to have experienced abuse on networks
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